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We show the existence of a constant c such that if n >I ck  3 and the edges of K,, are coloured 
using no colour more than k times then there is a Hamilton path with all edges of distinct 
colours. From this we infer that sr(Pn, k) = sr(Cn, k) = n, whenever n >t ck  3. 
We follow [1] for notation and terminology. Our graphs are simple andw 
except when notedwfinite. The sub-Ramsey number sr(G, k) of a graph G and a 
positive integer k is the least m such that in any edge-colouring of K,n using no 
colour more than k times there is a (subgraph isomorphic to) G whose edges all 
have distinct colours. The sub-Ramsey numbers exist and are bounded above by 
the generalized ramsey numbers r(G; k) (see [5]). The problem of determining 
sr(G, k) in general seems rather difficult although sr(G, k) = O(kn 3) for a graph 
G on n vertices [5]. Here we_concentrate on sr(Pn, k) and sr(Cn, k), with Pn 
denoting a path on n vertices. 
If Km is coloured so that at least two colours are used then, clearly, there is a 
2-coloured P3. Furthermore, if at least three colours occur, it is easy to see 
that a 3-coloured P4 is present unless m ~<4. This implies that sr(P3, k )= 
[½(3 + V~ + 8k)J and if k > 2, then sr(Pa, k) = [½(3 + ~/1 + 16k)]. Note also that 
sr(P4, 2)= 5, by the preceding observation and the standard unique good 
colouring of K4. 
An easy counting argument (if sr(P~, 2) > n, then in some edge-colouring of Kn 
using each colour at most twice each of the n[ ordered paths must contain a pair 
of edges of the same colour) shows that sr(Pn, 2) = n if n 1> 5. Our main result 
implies that sr(P~, k) = sr(Cn, k) = n for n large enough and k fixed. 
In about 1978 the following conjectures were formulated by the first author. 
Conjecture 1. I f  n >>- 2k, n =/= 4, then sr(Pn, k) = n for k large enough. 
Conjecture 2. There is a function f : N---> N such that if n >~ f ( k ), then sr(Pn, k) = 
n. 
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Conjecture 3. The function f defined above is linear f rom some ko on. 
The first conjecture, if true, would imply a special case of Woolbright's 
conjecture [8]. Unfortunately, Meyniel and Mamoon [6] have shown that for 
k = 2 p, p a positive integer, sr(P2k, k )> 2k. Conjecture 3 we believe; perhaps 
f (k )  = 2k + 1 for some point on. The veracity of the second conjecture follows 
from our theorem. 
In the following lemmas let k, n be positive integers, let c > 0 and assume 
n >t ck  3. Consider an edge-colouring of Kn using no colour more than k times and 
let S c N be a set of at most n colours. Let C = roY1 • • • Vm-~ be a cycle in Kn 
with m >/n -  O(1) and let u = v~, v = Vj+l be consecutive points on C (addition 
modulo m). Let x ~ V(K~). A switching at x on C is a pair {xvi, xvi÷l} of edges of 
different colours. A crossing at uv on C is a pair {uvi÷s, vvi÷2} of edges of 
different colours with s =0 or 1 and such that {u, v} N (Vi÷s, ~3i+2} :0 .  A 
crossing is of type s according to s. 
Lemma 1. (a) There are at least n /k  - O(1) switchings at x on C. 
(b) There are at least n /k  - O(1) crossings at uv on C. 
Proof. Easy, once we recall that at most k edges can have the same colour; (b) 
follows from (a). [] 
With each crossing {UVi+s, VVi÷2} we associate a cycle C/,~ = uVi+sVi+s_l... 
vvi+2" • .vj_~. A crossing {uvi+s, vv~+a} at uv on C is useful if either it is type 1, 
or it is type 0 such that there are at least n/2k -  O(1) switchings at vi+~ on Ci, o 
whose edges have colours not in S. 
Lemma 2. There are at least n /2k  - O(1) useful crossings at uv on C. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then at least n/2k  -O(1)  crossings {blVi+s, UVi+2} at uv on 
C are type 0 and such that at least n/2k  - O(1) of the switchings at v~+l on C~,o 
contain each at least one edge whose colour is in S. That is, there are at least 
½(n/2k -  O(1)) 2 edges with colours in S, each counted at most twice. But this 
number is strictly greater than nk, the maximum number of edges that can have 
colours from S, for sufficiently large n. [] 
A useful crossing at xy on C', a cycle of length at least m, is good if its edges 
have colours not in S. A useful crossing {uvi+s, uvi+2} at uv on C is very useful if 
at least n/4k  - O(1) crossings at each uvi÷s and vvi÷2 on Ci,~ are good. 
Lemma 3. There are at least n /4k  - O(1) very useful crossings at uv on C. 
Proof. If not, then there are at least ~(n/4k - O(1)) 2 > nk edges with colours not 
in S, for sufficiently large n. [] 
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Theorem 1. There is a positive constant c such that if k and n >1 ck 3 are positive 
integers and Kn is coloured using no colour more than k times, then there is a 
Hamilton cycle whose edges all have distinct colours. 
Proof. Let C= V0UI ' ' 'Vn_ 1 be a Hamilton cycle with the least number of 
repetitions (i.e., pairs of edges of the same colour). Let uv be an edge of C whose 
colour repeats and let S be the set of colours that occur on C. By Lemma 3, there 
are at least n/4k - O(1) very useful crossings at uv on C: let [uvi+s, vvi+2] be one 
of them. Consider C/,s which we will write as vi+~- vv i÷2-  u, indicating by 
v~+~-v and v i+2-u  the parts of C from v~+~ to v and from v~+2 to u, 
respectively. Let {UUo, vi+~ui} be any of the goodcrossing at uv~+s on C~,, such 
that {Uo, ua} f3 {vi+~, vi+2} = 0 and let rl be the vertex joined to both u0 and ua on 
Ci,~ if they are not consecutive. Consider Co= Uo-v i+sU l -u  with Uo-vi+~ 
denoting the part of Ci,s from u0 to vi+s and Ul - u the path from Ul to u. Now at 
most 2k of the 2(n/4k - O(I)) edges in the good crossings at vv~+2 on Ci,~ (hence 
on Co) can have colours that appear on UUo and v~+~Ul. Choose any of the good 
crossings at vvi+2 that do not have these two colours, say {vu2, vi÷2u3}. Let r2 be 
the vertex joined to both u2 and u3 on Co if u2u3 is not an edge of Co. 
Now Ca = u2-  va+2u3- v has fewer repetitions of colours than C. This cycle 
has length at least n - 3: only Vi+l, rl, r2 are possibly missing. By Lemma 2, there 
are at least n/2k -  O(1) switchings at each (existing) V~+l, rl, r2 on Ca with 
colours not on C. Furthermore, at most 4k edges can have colours that appear on 
UUo, vi+sul, uu2, v~+2u3. Hence a switching at vi+a on C1 can be chosen whose 
colours are distinct and neither on C nor on the crossings already used. Let 
{vi+lXl, vi+lx2} be this switching and let C2 be the cycle obtained from Ca by 
replacing the edge xlx2 by the path xav~+lX2. Analogously (mutatis mutandis) we 
find switchings at rl and r2 and, hence, a Hamiltonian cycle with fewer repetitions 
than C, contradicting the choice of C. [] 
Without proof we state three obvious corollaries. 
Corollary 1. The function f given in Conjecture 2 exists and f (k )  <~ ck 3. 
Corollary 2. For n >- ck 3, sr(Pn, k) = sr(C~, k) = n. 
Corollary 3. For all n, sr(Pn, k) <- ck 3 and sr(Cn, k) <~ ck 3. 
Remark. The effort that could be expended on reducing the constant of the 
theorem does not seem worthwhile. It would be much more interesting to see a 
new approach allowing to prove or disprove Conjecture 3. 
Since the problem in question is Ramsey-flavoured, it is natural to ask what 
happens in infinite graphs. But that is completing a circle: Galvin and Milliken 
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were the originators of the idea of dividing a set into classes of at most a fixed size 
instead of a fixed number of classes and did this for infinite sets. (To our 
knowledge the work is not published.) It is easy, for example, to observe that if 
the edges of K,o are partitioned into classes of size at most k then there is a 
subgraph K,o with all edges in different classes (this follows almost trivially from 
Ramsey's Theorem). It is not much more difficult to show that in such a K,o there 
is a Hamilton path with all edges of distinct colours. We do this in a slightly more 
general setting. Let K ° be the complete graph on co = {0, 1, 2 , . . .  } edge-coloured 
by C: toxto - - -~to  as follows: if i< j ,  C ( i j )= j .  Thus each monochromatic 
subgraph is a finite star K~,j centered at j. 
Theorem 2. Let Ko, be edge-coloured so that each monochromatic subgraph is 
locally finite. Then it either contains a (subgraph isomorphic to, in the obvious 
sense) K ° or at any vertex there begins a Hamilton path with all edges o f  distinct 
colours. 
Proof. Let V(K , , )=  to and let P =XoXl ' . . xm be any path with all edges of 
distinct colours. We will show that either Ko~ contains no K ° or P can be extended 
to XO' ' 'Xm' ' "  r with all edges of different colours and r = min{j [j ~ V(P)}. 
Since all monochromatic subgraphs are locally finite, there is a sequence {yj}, 
j < to, of vertices not on P and such that yj is the least s with all edges from s to 
r, Xm, YO, • • •, Yj-I of colours not occurring on the path XoXl • • • XmYo" " • yj-a. If 
the colours on Y]Yi and yjr are distinct for some i and j, i <j ,  the path can be 
extended to Xo" • • XmYxY2" • • yiyjr. Hence either P can be extended as claimed or 
the subgraph induced by {yj}, j < to is (isomorphic to) K °. [] 
Corollary. I f  Ko, is edge-coloured so that no colour is used more than k times, then 
it contains a Hamilton path whose edges all have distinct colours. 
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2 yields a little stronger esult: If 
Ko, is as in Theorem 2, then either it contains a K ° or a doubly infinite Hamilton 
path all of whose edges have distinct colours. 
Remark. In the corollary 'k times' cannot be replaced by 'finitely many times' as 
we can see by changing C(01) to 2 in K °. 
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